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Alternative Goodness-of-Fit Measure
• Recall: deviance is one 

measure of how well the 

model fits the data. 

Q: are there others?

• Pearson’s X2 statistic 

for a model S (i.e.,                                    )

which results in

where Oij: observed counts for ijth cell

Eij: expected counts for ijth cell under S

General definition (for J, ≥ 2, categories)

For a binomial response (J=2):

 number of 1’s: Oi1 = yi while Ei1 =

 number of 0’s:Oi2 = ni−yi while Ei2 = 

p. 3-33• Some properties of the Pearson’s X2 statistic:

X2 typically close in size to the deviance. Why?

X2 can often be used in the same manner as the deviance

Alternative versions of hypothesis tests described above: use 

X2 in place of the D (with same asymptotic null distribution)

 However, some care is necessary, e.g., the 

model is fit (i.e., β is estimated) to minimize

the deviance and not the Pearson’s X2

 It is possible, although unlikely, that the X2 could 

increase as an effect is added to the model
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• We can define Pearson residuals under model S as: 

• generalized R2

Recall: R2 for Normal linear model is a popular goodness-of-fit

measure, which represents the proportion of variance explained.

Q: how to generalize this concept to binomial GLM?

which can be viewed as a type of standardized residual

So, Pearson’s X2 is analogous to the residual 

sum of squares used in Normal linear model



For a data with K Bernoulli ungrouped data zj’s and k binomial

grouped data yi’s, the parameters p’s (and η’s) in the models of 

zj’s and yi’s are:

p. 3-35

Approach 2: interpretation of R2 from likelihood viewpoint 

 Recall. In Normal Linear model,

Approach 1: proportion of deviance explained

Consider the following models:

 null model: all η’s are equal (intercept-only model) 

 full model: all the η’s are free to vary

 A model S (                                   ) in which 

all η’s are restricted to fall on a linear function 

of effect codings and their coefficients β
Then,  null model ⊆ model S ⊆ full model

K: number of observations (i.e., K=n+n+…+nk)

 : maximized likelihood of K obs. under null model

 : maximized likelihood of K obs. under model S

where
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 Generalization to binomial case: 

K: number of Bernoulli observations zj’s

 : the maximized likelihood of K obs. under null model

 : the maximized likelihood of K obs. under model S

 Reading: Faraway (1st ed.), 2.9

 However, Nagelkerke (1991) pointed out that for 

discrete models, i.e., models whose likelihood is a 

product of probabilities, instead of densities, 

 Nagelkerke (1991) suggested (for model S )

For sparse data (i.e., ni is small), it is quite common to 

see low value of R2 even when the model is a good fit.

p. 3-37

Over-dispersion

• Q: What is overdispersion?

 Q: Why no goodness-of-fit test for 

Normal linear model if no further 

information about σ2 is available?

 Q: what cause large DS?  may suspect 

which is referred to as over-dispersion

Recall 2:

Recall 1: If data really follows a binomial GLM

model, i.e.,                                               where 

under model S,                                     then



 if true, yx’s no more ~ binomial even E(yx)=nxpx (S) holds
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Presence of some outliers (can be detected

in diagnostics for GLM, future lecture)

• Some possible explanations for large deviance DS, say when 

H0: S is correct is rejected (cf., possible reasons causing       larger

than σ2 in Normal linear model)

 For a larger number of outliers, we might conclude that they

are not exceptional  something amiss with other structures

Sparse data (i.e., nx’s too small)  is questionable

Wrong linear structure in ηx

Deficiencies in the random part of GLM (i.e., yx not binomial)

 Covariates not transformed/combined in a 

correct way (diagnostics for GLM can help) 

 Important covariates are not included ( cause 

overdispersion if these important predictors are not available)

Consider two scenarios when yx not binomially distributed:

over-dispersion: 

under-dispersion:                                              (in rare cases) 

p. 3-39

(i) the sub-population of X=x can be divided into clusters

(families, litters, …); (ii) l clusters sampled, and (for

simplicity) m units drawn from each of the l clusters; 

(iii) total number of units sampled at X=x is n=l×m.

In the ith sampled cluster, i=1, …, l, 

number of successes = si ~ B(m, πi), 
where πi’s could vary (say, vary with other covariates)

 Violation of the assumption of same px in a covariate class

 Example: in shuttle disaster case, position of O-ring on the 

booster rocket may have effect on the failure probability. 

Yet, this (important) covariate was not recorded.

 Q: How can the heterogeneity cause overdispersion? e.g.,

X=x

1st cluster

(1st sampled)

2nd cluster

(not sampled)

•••
•••

uth cluster

(lth sampled)

•••
•••

[Note:                            only when the corresponding nx zx’s

are (1) independent and (2) identically distributed as B(1, px)]

Regard πi’s as independent random variables

with mean p and variance τ2 p(1−p)

 y = s1+…+sl
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 Violation of independence assumption can cause

E(y) = iE(si) = i{E[E(si|πi)]}= l×mp = np

Overdispersion cannot arise when n=1 (sparse case). 

Var(y) = iVar(si) = i{E[Var(si|πi)]+Var[E(si|πi)]} 

= i{E[mπi(1−πi)]+Var(mπi)}
= l×{m p – m[τ2p(1−p) + p2] + m2 τ2p(1−p)}

= [1+(m−1)τ2]np(1−p) ≥ np(1−p)

 over-dispersion, e.g., response has a common 
cause, say a disease is influenced by genes, the 
responses will tend to be positively correlated

 under-dispersion, e.g., when food supply is limited, 
survival probability of an animal may be increased
by the death of others, i.e., negatively correlated

• Q: how to model overdispersion and do analysis?

 Introduce one additional dispersion parameter σ2, i.e., 

⇐ notice its similarity to linear model

(standard binomial case  σ2=1; over-dispersion  σ2>1)
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